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THE BOARD | Inge Niedek

VIEW FROM
THE CHAIR
Dear colleagues,
The year is almost over and I have
the pleasure to present our last
edition of Up Front in 2015. Time
to say “thank you very much” to all
of you who have supported IABM,
keeping the association lively and
up-to-date.
This edition is mainly devoted to
two big events, one is the El Nino,
and the other is COP21 in Paris. We
have collected some facts about
this “Super El Nino” from colleagues
living in different parts of the
world, knowing their environment
very well and being involved in the
development and the consequences
of El-Nino as part of their profession,
thus generating a profound overview
of such a complex but somewhat
world-spanning weather-pattern.
The climate conference has just
closed its doors. A lot of tension in
the months before, with the hope
that this conference might bring
a positive result to the climate
negotiations. No change in the
expectations that 2015 is globally
very likely to become the warmest

THIS EDITION IS MAINLY
DEVOTED TO TWO BIG
EVENTS, ONE IS THE EL
NINO, AND THE OTHER IS
COP21 IN PARIS.

year since regular recordings began
during the 19th century. The latest
global temperature-record had been
set in 2014, fitting perfectly in the
picture of a warming world. The
warmest years since recordings
began all have occurred since 1998.
According to WMO climate change
“breaches symbolic thresholds
and fuels extreme weather”. The
change is getting more visible in all
parts of the world. Despite a lot of
other important topics and dangers
throughout the world, climate change
is “the theme” on top of everything
as one of the greatest threats we will
face, and it will “NOT” go away.
For a long time already, not very
visible to the public, the impact of
climate change has advanced to
become a high-level political and
security-issue, as a deeper cause
of globally-rising instability, and
therefore a cause for concern. The
only chance, that the change can be
changed.
All media-colleagues in weatherbroadcasting are dealing directly
with every hint of something other

than normal in their weather-reports,
be it drought in California or Africa,
heat wave in Europe, or the two
devastating typhoons in Yemen and
Oman, very rare events. The other
big issue is the so called “Super
El-Nino” in the Pacific off the westcoast of South America, affecting the
weather in a variety of geographical
regions around the world. It is
expected to peak during the winter,
but may last until spring 2016.
According to NOAA some significant
effects have been produced already
– amongst them: increased rainfall
in parts of Africa, a dry stretch in
Indonesia that has helped fuel large
wildfires, coral bleaching in the
warmer-than-average Pacific and a
busier than normal hurricane season
in the Pacific.
All facets of weather and/or climate
keep us close to the topic of climate
change, and leave us, as well
trusted weather and broadcastingpersonalities, in a very responsible
position of communicating facts
and issues of climate-change to the
public – a continuous process of
important communication.
The major event however,
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determining what direction the
world’s nations will take regarding
climate-change policy has been
the World Conference on Climate
Change COP21 held recently in Paris
(for more details see our separate
report). It seems to be a “magic
milestone” for the climate, to find a
global mechanism to reduce climate
changing gases significantly.
Those who believe that this climatecontract will change global climatepolicy completely in very short time
will be disappointed. But in any
case it is a positive development; a
certain dynamic had started already
in the lead-up to this conference
with 160 countries introducing
plans to protect the climate. For the
first time the two most important
nations, USA and China, which
between them generate the greatest
amount of climate gases, have joined
this process. A big step forward,
compared to Kyoto or to Copenhagen
a few years ago.
In truth a “climate-agreement”
has been reached in Paris. It is a
commitment by 195 countries to
take concrete measures to slow
global warming to well below 2.0 C
(3.6 F), preferably 1.5 C. The press
coverage about COP21 has been filled
with tension and fear at the same
time that all strategic planning and
diplomatic action could have been
in vain. Considering such a diverse
world-community with so many
different interests, religions, and
conflicts amongst each other, it is
truly an historic success!! This signal
from Paris will change the world, it
will establish earlier or later the path
to renewable energy, away from coal,
gas and oil.
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How long will it take to achieve this
target? Nobody will know exactly,
because we are just at the beginning.
But it will be worth the fight for
every degree Celsius. According
to scientific studies (from Potsdam
Institut für Klimafolgenforschung,
PIK, Prof. Schellnhuber) around
1.6° C warming with an uncertainty
of some tenths of a degree might
trigger the onset of irreversible icemelt in Greenland. It will definitively
depend on how sincerely the worldcommunity act to achieve this
transition. It really needs the “united
world” to virtually walk in the same
direction and not leave the poorest
societies behind. Right know the
temperature-curve is pointing more
towards 3°C warming. This indicates
that there is no time to waste for
any measures to reduce climatechanging gases in order to prevent
further warming.
The next question however is:
whether or not the different nations
can keep up with their selfimplemented and non-mandatory
obligations. It will be a real challenge
to reduce CO2-emissions, not only for
highly industrialized nations but also
for emerging nations like China and
India. New fields of activity will need
to be developed in each economy. In
truth the governments are bearing
the biggest part of the responsibility
to drive all actions that support the
achievement of the climate targets.
Governments might change and with
them the attitude for climate action.
With these aspects in mind, we can
only hope that the knowledge of
climate change in all parts of the
society will underpin a widespread
support for these policies, that the
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economy will realise its opportunities
for renewal, and that all those
institutions or companies who have
already made their commitment to
climate change will attract others to
follow.
These are fundamental cornerstones
in support of governments willing
to work together on climate
protection and on cutting CO2emissions in favor of renewable
energy. Our generation has to initiate
fundamental changes so that future
generations, our own children and
grandchildren, can survive the
future.
Our colleagues in the IABM will be
left with the task of communication
and information, explaining
correlations of complex structures
in all media and social branches
for the better engagement of our
audience. WMO has done wonderful
work in establishing a network with
weather-reports of the future, in a
future climate, if we don’t change.
Some of my colleagues have been
participating in this project, some
have been in Paris reporting back
home about the progress and the
results of the conference.
IABM, respectively our committee, is
trying to find occasions around the
world where we can bring together
weather-forecasters together with
key-note speakers from relevant
parts of organizations involved in
the subject of climate change. The
Barcelona Conference, sponsored
by the foundation “We are Water”
(see previous Up Front) has been
a beneficial example of such a
gathering, creating synergies with
relevant groups in our society, as

did the Media Session of the EMSConference in Sofia in September
(see report). The knowledge is made
available through the TV-broadcasters
to millions of other people, a major
advantage of communication in our
profession.
At this part of my comment I
also want to say “thank you” to
my committee-members for their
professional engagement, their ideas,
their contributions and many fruitful

discussions.
Finally sending “Season’s Greetings”
to all readers of Up Front, with the
hope of more peace around the world
and an interesting weather-year
to come in 2016 without too many
severe weather occasions.
See you in 2016….
Inge Niedek, December 2015
Chair IABM

Tornado rips roofs off homes as record winds lash Sydney

A tornado has ripped through Sydney, with one
weather station recording the fastest ever wind
speeds in the state of New South Wales.
Destructive winds of 213km/h hit Kurnell, on the
southern headland of Botany Bay. Two people were

taken to hospital, one suffering head injuries and
another suffering shock.
A Kurnell resident said the storm sounded "like a
freight train".
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World Meteorological Organization
EL NIÑO/LA NIÑA UPDATE
Current Situation and Outlook
A strong and mature El Niño
continues in the tropical Pacific
Ocean. The majority of international
climate outlook models indicate that
the 2015-16 El Niño will strengthen
slightly before the end of the year.
Models and expert opinion suggest
that peak 3-month average surface
water temperatures in the eastcentral tropical Pacific Ocean will
exceed 2 degrees Celsius above
average, placing this El Niño event
among the three strongest previous
events since 1950 (1972-73, 1982-83,
1997-98). National Meteorological
and Hydrological Services, WMO
Regional Climate Centres, and other
agencies will continue to monitor
the conditions over tropical Pacific
for further El Niño evolution and
will assess the most likely local
impacts across those regions
known to be affected by El Niño.
During October, east-central tropical
Pacific Ocean surface temperatures
have ranged between +1.9 and
+2.5 degrees Celsius above average,
exceeding El Niño thresholds by around
1.5 degrees Celsius and signifying
a strong event. Typically, El Niño
events peak late in the calendar year.
Atmospheric indicators of El Niño
have maintained consistency and
strengthened during recent months.
In particular, the atmospheric pressure
across the tropical Pacific Ocean has
clearly shown a pattern typical of El
Niño, indicating a strong coupling
between the atmosphere and
ocean. Also, typical El Niño patterns
of cloudiness and rainfall near and
east of the international dateline
developed during the second quarter
of 2015 and have remained strong, as
has a weakening of the Pacific trade
winds. These patterns of cloudiness
and rainfall are considered essential
in triggering and maintaining El
Niño’s global climate impacts.
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Historically, a mature El Niño event
is likely to have maximum strength
between October and January of
the following year, and often to
persist through much of the first
quarter of that year before decaying.
During the last several months,
temperatures below the surface
of the tropical Pacific to the east
of the international dateline have
been substantially above average in
response to persistent episodes of
significant weakening of the trade
winds. The far above average sea
surface temperatures in the central
and eastern tropical Pacific are
associated with the upper portion of
this subsurface heat, as well as the
weakened trade winds. The current
excess subsurface heat is expected to
support the maintenance or a further
slight increase of these well above
average sea surface temperatures
during the remainder of 2015. A
recent period of particularly marked
weakening of the trade winds in
the central tropical Pacific Ocean is
supporting further increases in the
temperatures below the surface,
and a possible consequent increase
in sea surface temperature in the
far eastern tropical Pacific Ocean
in late November or December.
Currently, more than three-quarters
of the dynamical prediction models
surveyed predict 3-month average
sea surface temperatures in the eastcentral tropical Pacific to remain
near or exceed +2.0 degrees Celsius
above average during November
and December. Statistical models
are predicting a somewhat more
conservative peak El Niño strength,
with temperatures ranging between
1.7° and 2.2° Celsius above average.
Taking into account both types of
models and their known performance
characteristics, there is a high
likelihood that the current aboveaverage ocean temperatures in

the east-central tropical Pacific will
continue and likely slightly increase
during November or December. The
expected likely peak 3-month average
strength would place this El Niño
event among the three strongest
previous events since 1950, and may
rank among the two strongest, along
with 1982-83 and 1997-98. A careful
watch will be maintained on the
oceanic and atmospheric conditions
over the tropical Pacific in the
coming months to better assess the
evolution of the strength of the event.
It is important to note that El Niño and
La Niña are not the only factors that
drive global climate patterns. Further,
the strength of an El Niño event does
not necessarily closely correspond
to its climate impacts occurring in
various regions of the world. At the
regional level, seasonal outlooks
need to assess the relative impacts
of both the El Niño/La Niña state and
other locally relevant climate drivers.
For example, the state of the Indian
Ocean, or the Tropical Atlantic Sea
Surface Temperature, are capable of
affecting the climate in the adjacent
land areas. Regionally and locally
applicable information is available
via regional/national seasonal climate
outlooks, such as those produced by
WMO Regional Climate Centres (RCCs),
Regional Climate Outlook Forums
(RCOFs) and National Meteorological
and Hydrological Services (NMHSs).
In summary:
•
As of October 2015, both
the ocean and atmosphere over the
tropical Pacific indicate the presence
of a strong El Niño;
•
A majority of the models
surveyed and expert opinion suggest
the 2015-16 El Niño will either remain
steady or strengthen slightly further
during November or December 2015;
•
The peak 3-month average
strength of this El Niño, expected
sometime during October-December

2015 to December-February 2016,
would place it among the three
strongest previous El Niño events
since 1950, and may rank among the
two strongest.
•
Impacts from this El Niño are
already evident in some regions and
are expected to be felt in some of
these as well as other regions in the
next 2-6 months;
•
El Niño events typically decline
and then dissipate during the first and
second quarters of the year following
their formation. Note that impacts in
some regions are still expected during
the dissipation phase. The situation
in the tropical Pacific will continue to
be carefully monitored. More detailed
interpretations of regional climate
variability will be generated routinely
by the climate forecasting community
over the coming months and will be
made available through the National
Meteorological and Hydrological
Services. For web links of the National
Meteorological Hydrological Services,
please visit:
http://w w w.wmo.int/pages/
members/members_en.html
For information and web links to WMO
Regional Climate Centres please visit:
http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/
wcp/wcasp/RCCs.html

El Niño/La Niña Background
Climate Patterns in the Pacific
Research conducted over recent
decades has shed considerable light
on the important role played by
interactions between the atmosphere
and ocean in the tropical belt of
the Pacific Ocean in altering global
weather and climate patterns. During
El Niño events, for example, sea
temperatures at the surface in the
central and eastern tropical Pacific
Ocean become substantially warmer
than normal. In contrast, during La Niña
events, the sea surface temperatures
in these regions become colder than
normal. These temperature changes
are strongly linked to major climate

fluctuations around the globe and,
once initiated such events can last
for 12 months or more. The strong
El Niño event of 1997-1998 was
followed by a prolonged La Niña
phase that extended from mid-1998
to early 2001. El Niño/La Niña events
change the likelihood of particular
climate patterns around the globe,
but the outcomes of each event are
never exactly the same. Furthermore,
while there is generally a relationship
between the global impacts of an El
Niño/La Niña event and its intensity,
there is always potential for an event
to generate serious impacts in some
regions irrespective of its intensity.
Forecasting and Monitoring the El
Niño/La Niña Phenomenon
The forecasting of Pacific Ocean
developments is undertaken in a
number of ways. Complex dynamical
models project the evolution of the
tropical Pacific Ocean from its currently
observed state. Statistical forecast
models can also capture some of the
precursors of such developments.
Expert analysis of the current situation
adds further value, especially in
interpreting the implications of the
evolving situation below the ocean
surface. All forecast methods try to
incorporate the effects of oceanatmosphere interactions within the
climate system.
The
meteorological
and
oceanographic data that allow El Niño
and La Niña episodes to be monitored
and forecast are drawn from national
and international observing systems.
The exchange and processing of
the data are carried out under
programmes coordinated by the
World Meteorological Organization
(WMO).
WMO El Niño/La Niña Update
WMO El Niño/La Niña Update is
prepared on a quasi-regular basis
(approximately once in three months)
through a collaborative effort between
WMO and the International Research

Institute for Climate and Society
(IRI) as a contribution to the United
Nations Inter-Agency Task Force on
Natural Disaster Reduction. It is based
on contributions from the leading
centres around the world monitoring
and predicting this phenomenon and
expert consensus facilitated by WMO
and IRI. For more information on the
Update and related aspects, please
visit:
http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/
wcp/wcasp/wcasp_home_en.html
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El Niño - A brief history of the most known climate
index and it’s impact in South America

BY MAURICIO NORMAN SALDÍVAR

Along the west coast of South
America, the cool Humboldt
Current sweeps northward,
feeding the region with nutrient
rich water that helps rise fish
population. More fish equals
more fishing and more fishing
means foods and resources for
natives and more seabirds too.
Birds droppings (“guano” in
Spanish) is historically used as a
natural fertilizer. These resources
were used by South American
inhabitants for centuries in that
region.
But every two to five years, the
Pacific Ocean experiences a
change in their currents patterns.
Sometimes, warm currents replace
cold currents, causing less fishing
and fewer seabirds, affecting the
way of life of the natives. This
event is actually known as the El
Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO).
The El Niño phenomenon has
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By
Paul Gross (Twitter: @PaulGrossLocal4)
been known for hundreds years, “Peruvian sailors from the port
but exists certainly much longer.
According some proxy records
-like ancient tree rings- there
is evidence of El Niño events
reaching back 1,100 years. Other
scientific studies, determined that
El Nino events occurs from about
15,000 to about 7,000 years before
the present, with a frequency of 15
years; and observed a progressive
increase in frequency about 5,000
years before today, to periodicities
of 2 to 8.5 years (the modern
El Nino periodicity). According
to some scientists, Greenhouse
Warming will cause a doubling
in the occurrences of extreme El
Niño events in this century.
The first mention of El Niño in a
scientific event was made by the
Peruvian Navy Captain Camilo
Carrillo at the Geographical
Society Congress in Lima in 1892,
through the following statement:

Winter 2015

of Paita, in northern Peru, who
frequently navigate along the coast
in small crafts, either to the north
or to the south of Paita, named this
current “El Niño” whithout doubt
because it is most noticeable and
felt after Christmas”
Carrillo, as other members of the
Lima Geographical Society, refers
that way to the probable cause
of torrential rains event observed
during the summer of 1891 in
rainless areas of Peru.
The next step in this history
happens far from Peru. Shortly
after the famine resulting from the
El Niño event of 1899 (due to an
extraordinary lack of monsoon
rains), Sir Gilbert Walker, Director
General of Weather Observatories
in India, tried to find monsoon
predictors, and after almost 30
years of studies, coined the
term “Southern Oscillation” and

described - erroneously - the
oscillation effects of ENSO.
For many years, the connection
between El Niño and their impacts
around the globe were partially
recognised. Jacob Bjerknes is
credited with determining the link
between El Niño and the Southern
Oscillation in the 1960’s.
In the 1970´s, El Niño was more
accurate described, and in the 80´s
more scientists refers to El Niño –
Southern Oscillation phenomenon
(ENSO). In the 90´s, ENSO becomes
in the most well defined interaction
between
ocean
temperature
changes and atmospheric process,
after two decades of a widely
coordinated international effort to
observe, model, and predict El Niño
events.
Nowadays we can predict an
ENSO event with good confidence,
six months in advance. So, the
decision makers can undertake an
adequate management in Disaster
Risk Reduction activities, and we,
the weather broadcasters, can help
to address to our audience to get
ready for the event.
In South America are well known
the El Niño impacts. El Niño events
have affected climatic, ecological,
social and economic development
in our region. El Niño events have
been the cause of historically the
largest migration in northeastern
Brazil, due to droughts. In present
times, droughts related to El Niño
causes population displacements
form rural areas to rural areas,

worsen the urban problems (as
infrastructure
shortage,
e.g.),
shortage of food supplies and –
logically- increase of food prices.
Southern Brazil, Uruguay, Paraguay
and northeastern part of Argentina
will be affected by heavy rains on
Southern Hemisphere summer,
causing some local flooding and
floods related with river levels
increase on the La Plata River
Basin (the second largest in South
America), mainly along Paraná
and Uruguay rivers, affecting dam
management, cut off roads and
bridges. Also wetter weather will
affect some surrounding crops
areas with increasing deceases
(fungus) due to excessive humidity.
The most important crop area in
Argentina (Pampa´s region) will
have a positive impact in two ways:
El Niño will cause wetter than
average climate that will benefit
crops (mainly maize, wheat and
soybean), and droughts in Australia
will raise crops prices in the
international market.
During winter and early spring,
(June to October) drought-stricken
regions of central Chile and central
Argentina had enough rain and
snow over Andes Mountains for
melting and providing water in
summer, another positive impact.
Some sporadic episodes of rain
over northern Chile during March,
caused historical flash floods and
mudflows… but those are not
related with this El Niño event,
because they occurred before El

Niño was officially announced, last
May.
The warm-than-average water
counter-current during an El Niño
event, tends to affect the marine
food chain along the Peruvian coast,
which can have an important effect
on the fishing industry in Peru. Also
it is expected a wetter than average
summer season, with heavy rain,
landslides and mudslides over the
Peruvian and Ecuadorian shore.
As we know, this year´s El Niño,
could rival El Niño event of 19971998, one of the strongest on
record. This time scientists are
able to more accurate forecasts
and monitor its development and
impact around the globe. And is
a great opportunity for weather
broadcasters to help in terms of
awareness and loss mitigation.
1. Between 1840 and 1870, the guano
export incomes transform the economy
and the national politics in Peru… this
period is known as “The guano age” or
“The guano Republic”.
2 D. T. Rodbell and J. H. Newman,
Department of Geology, Union College,
Schenectady, NY 12308-2311, USA. G. O.
Seltzer, Department of Earth Sciences,
Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY 132441070, USA. D. M. Anderson, National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Adm.
3 Increasing frequency of extreme El Niño
events due to greenhouse warming, Wenju
Cai et al. Nature Climate Change 4, 111–116
(2014) doi:10.1038/nclimate2100
4 “Contracorriente marítima observada
en Paita y Pacasmayo”, Camilo N. Carrillo,
1892, p. 84
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MYTHOLOGICAL
METEOROLOGICAL
MEDIA
MONSTER

The carefully-chosen metaphor spread faster than flames
from a movie creature’s snout. Within minutes, dozens of online
sources displayed the quote. The Los Angeles Times story on the
web proclaimed, “Godzilla El Nino may be coming to California.”
On television, the CBS national newscast began with the words,
“We never expected to lead the broadcast with an attack by
Godzilla...” NOAA’s climate.gov website refused to be drawn
into the monster mash, instead headlining its El Nino update,
“Supercalifragilisticexpealidocious.”
In any case, El Nino has been linguistically-inflated in hopes of

BY JAY TROBEC
Times have changed in media. When I worked as a teenager at
a newspaper, learning how to report stories accurately, I was told
to “get it right.” As I began working in television and experienced
the pressure of competitive journalism, the instruction became “get
it first.” With the rise of the internet and desire to garner social
media clicks, the directive for professional and non-professional
reporters has become “get it noticed.” Modern media encourages
exaggerating the language, sensationalizing the story, boosting the
rhetoric, increasing the “wow factor”, alarmism.
For centuries, science has had its own procedures: posit theories,
test them, verify them, and report the results - mostly in technical
journals or at scientific conferences. But now, those who fund the
scientists have suggested they instead communicate their findings
directly to the public. But communication is not something scientists
are innately trained to do. As a result, they are now stepping away
from the scientific process and trying to draw attention to themselves
and their findings during the age of “get it noticed.”
In August, climatologist Bill Patzert of the NASA Jet Propulsion
Laboratory in California went public with his forecast of El Nino
warming in the Pacific Ocean. Patzert bypassed the normal
descriptions of high-end events: unusually strong, unprecedented,
extreme, record setting. Patzert went to the top of the monstermeter, stating, “Over the next three months, this should turn into
what I call a Godzilla event.”
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raising alarm to a serious climatological problem. If publicity was
the intention, the strategy was a success. Patzert’s forecast was
probably the most talked-about El Nino forecast in U.S. history. But
does it detract from the seriousness of the message to comical
because a comic creature was utilized? And what happens if El
Nino impacts fail to reach monstrous proportions? As science
communicators we have to ask ourselves if we should use a
gimmick to draw attention to a scientific phenomenon that could
have dire consequences.
Another problem with escalating language in this manner is
that it departs from the specifics of scientific language, which is
based upon precise descriptions. Eventually we will run out of
increasingly scary words. What will the next big El Nino be called…
Mothra?

EARLY JUNE 2015 FLOODING SITUATIONS
OVER GUINEA GULF BENIN-TOGO-GHANA

Global Climate change leads to increasing frequency of
extreme weather events evident around the globe. Higher
temperatures resulting from the Global Warming, increase
the amount of moisture that evaporates from land and
water, leading to drought in many areas on the Earth and
floods in others.
Unusually high rain fall, which many scientists agree is due
to climate change, is a significant cause of floods as they are
becoming more Frequent. In West Africa, climate change
has increased the frequency of heavy rain storms putting
many communities at risk from devastation from floods.
In Benin, 84mm of rain fell in Cotonou in 24 hours to 03

June 2015. Local media say that flooding has damaged
several homes and blocked streets in the largest city and
economic centre of Benin.
In Togo, heavy rain from 02 June 2015 has caused flooding
in southern parts of the country. Worst affected is the city
of Lome, where one person had been killed and several
injured after homes were damaged. Around 5,000 people
were displaced by the floods. Tabligbo in southern Togo
saw 73 mm of rain fall in 24 hours. Both Benin and Togo
were affected by the same meteorological phenomena.
Steve Nyarkotey Quao (Ph.D.)
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El Niño - around the world

FROM PAUL GOSS - UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Strong El Ninos have a significant impact on winter
weather in the United States. One notable effect is the
development of a strong subtropical jet stream across
the southern part of the country, which causes a more
active storm track. So people who spend the winter in
Florida and other parts of the warmer southern United
States will have a wetter and cooler winter season
ahead.
Meanwhile, an area from the north central part of
the country eastward through the Great Lakes to the
northeast typically sees a significantly warmer than
average winter, with below normal precipitation. This
will be particularly welcomed because the past two
winters have been extremely harsh, with record snow
and cold in some areas. Finally, strong El Ninos usually
develop a storm track that brings numerous storms into
the west coast. This is mixed news for people who live
there.
For example, California has been in a serious drought
for many years, and these storms will generate a lot of
snow in the mountains. The melting snow in the spring
replenishes their reservoirs and provides a critical water
supply. However, the dry weather has caused a lot of
wildfires, which have burned a lot of the vegetation on
the mountain sides, so heavy rains from the storms
may cause tremendous mudslides and flooding.
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FROM DANIEL CORBETT - NEW ZEALAND
As we start to head into the business end of El Nino
here in New Zealand we are already starting to notice
the effects of one of the strongest El Ninos in many
years. It is a combination of the orography of New
Zealand and the position of the Roaring Forties during
the El Nino events that bring about the dramatic west
to east contrast in conditions over the country.
The southern Alps in the South Island and the volcanic
central plateau of the North Island act as a natural
barrier for the moisture laden roaring forties that tend
to frequent New Zealand, especially the southern
half of the country, during El Nino events. The bulk
of the rainfall in passing weather systems falls in
western parts of the country and little if any, at times,
precipitation falls in the east.
This wind flow tends to take on a more south to
southwest flow during the Winter. Hence our cooler
than normal past winter for many parts of the country
and associated cooler seas at present. The wind flow
during Summer then tends in a more west to perhaps
west northwest direction which can often be a good
source of the extreme heat that is generated over the
Australian continent in Summer. The dry conditions that
exist in eastern parts of the country are only forecast
to worsen as the Summer progresses with some areas
such as north Canterbury and Hawke’s Bay facing the
risk of drought.

FROM INGE NIEDEK - GERMANY
What about El Nino influence in Europe?
The phenomenon El Nino plays a bigger role in this Up Front,
because all of those working in weather-broadcasting will
at some stage have to report on the diverse effects of El
Nino, be it flooding or drought, with further consequences
for agriculture, health, water availability, and damage
to infrastructure. There are other complex relations like
slash and burn in Indonesia for palm-oil-production and
bio-fueling in Europe causing smog and enormous health
problems, not only in Indonesia but also in neighbouring
countries.
The German Weather Service (Deutscher Wetterdienst –
DWD) hosts the world center of precipitation climatology
(Weltzentrum für Niederschlagsklimatologie - WZN) under
the auspices of the World Meteorological Organization
(WMO). It delivers global precipitation analysis for climatesurveillance and research; an activity that belongs to the
world-climate-research-program (WCRP) and the global
climate observation system (GCOS).
It is well-known that El Nino has world-wide effects on
weather-patterns, most severe usually in autumn and
winter, producing more rain than usual in areas like
southern North America, in the south of South America, in
East Africa and in the Southeast of China, while less rain
is being produced in other regions e.g. Indonesia, South
Africa, Australia. Through research of former El Nino
events, and comparing well-developed events like the one
from 1997/1998 with 2009/2010, it has been obvious that
this phenomenon influences the amount of precipitation.
However there are also influences from other events so
each actual El Nino will not be an exact copy of former El
Ninos.
Interesting to know whether there is any measurable El
Nino influence on Europe.
WZN has done some scientific research of world-wide
precipitation series over a time span from 1901 to 2013, a
period in total of 113 years.

Although there has been detection of some correlation
between precipitation in Europe and ENSO (El Nino
Southern Oscillation) it is obvious that precipitation
patterns in Europe are more influenced by the North
Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), a large-scale climate variability
that is driven by differences in air pressure over the
North Atlantic Ocean all year round but with its significant
effects during wintertime in the Northern Hemisphere.
An index to describe the severity of the NAO has been
developed, comparing the sea-level-pressure differences
of air-pressure anomalies between 2 stations in Iceland
and the Azores.
When the NAO index is in a negative phase, colder
weather is likely to be expected together with less rain
in the Northwest, more in the Mediterranean, and more
in North Africa. The opposite is true for a positive phase:
warmer weather, combined with more precipitation in
the Northern and Middle Part of Europe, and less in the
Mediterranean. But, unlike El Nino, the NAO fluctuates on
a much smaller scale, in the order of one to two weeks.
In fact it can change quite frequently from positive to
negative values during one winter.
Thus a prediction of winter-precipitation on the basis of
an El Nino event only will not be possible or useful. Also
the seasonal prediction of NAO is not possible in a precise
manner. Because of the interaction between Ocean, Sea Ice
and Upper Atmosphere over the North Atlantic, modeling
of this event is difficult to depict in the models.
However if the NAO-index will be near “0”, it could be
possible to experience an El Nino effect but only to a very
small extent, causing more precipitation during winter in
Europe especially on the western side of the French Alps
and in the southwestern Part of Germany. But most other
areas will not be significantly affected by El Nino.

With sources from DWD (Deutscher Wetterdienst), NOAA.
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BY DESISLAVA BANOVA

DID YOU SEE LEO?
Climate Anomalies

The ‘face’ of the Climate Action Coalition - Bulgaria

My name is Desislava Banova and for the last 18 years I
have been a weather presenter on the biggest private
television in Bulgaria.
In April 2014, I was invited to take part in an International
Forum for weather presenters organised by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and
World Meteorological Organisation (WMO) in Paris. 70
weather presenters from all over the world participated
there.
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I was the only Bulgarian representative in this forum.
One of the goals of this World Meteo Forum was to let
know leading meteorologists about the most recent
information on the global climate changes and then we, as
popular persons to whom people trust, to communicate
this important message to our TV audience. I was very
much impressed by meetings with different experts who
acquainted us with the problem’s development and the
scenarios for future climate change.
We obtained a lot of scientific information on the

influence of human factor on climate change. I accepted
the participation in the forum as a personal cause and
decided to become an ambassador between all these high
level experts and the Bulgarian TV audience so as to inform
about the expected climate change if humans continue to
increase the greenhouse gas (GHG) concentration in the
atmosphere.
Back in Bulgaria, I decided to produce a 15 minutes
documentary on climate change. It was named “Climate
Anomalies” and was released in TV prime-time of a
July Sunday, immediately after the central news. In the
documentary, I explained in detail what is global warming,
what are the reasons for climate changes according to
scientists, what is the opinion of Bulgarian experts on the
issue and what everyone can do in their everyday life in
order to consume less energy and thus to contribute for
reduction of carbon emissions in the atmosphere.
When making the documentary, I met Bulgarian experts
who united their efforts within the Climate Action Coalition
– Bulgaria and I accepted their invitation to become the
“face” of the Coalition. Mr. Michael Williams from WMO
suggested I take part in their project called “Weather
reports of 2050”. I liked the idea and included weather
forecast for our country for 2050 in the documentary. The
movie can be seen here:
http://play.novatv.bg/programi/temata-nanova/414255?autostart=true
I sent the documentary to the WMO and people there were
very impressed by my activity on the issue, so I was invited
to take part in the UN Summit on climate change held in
New York in September 2014. The Summit was initiated by
the UN General Secretary Ban Ki-Moon and 128 leaders
from all over the world took part in it including the leaders
of countries with biggest contribution to GHG emissions in
the atmosphere – the US and China, namely the presidents
Barak Obama and Xi Jinping.
It was a great honor for me to participate in this Summit as
well as recognition to be one of the 12 weather presenters
from all over the world selected to reflect what happens
there. I succeeded in meeting the Bulgarian president
Rosen Plevneliev and to ask about his position on climate
change. Thanks to the technical resource at my disposal, the
audience of NOVA TV was informed about the negotiations
during the Summit as I provided coverage for the news
and morning block.
I also met leading people and experts on climate issues –
the Executive Secretary of the UN Framework Convention
on Climate Change Christiana Figueres, the WMO General
Secretary Michel Jarraud, the prominent climate expert
Prof. Christopher Fields. In the NBC-studio, it was possible
to take interview from the former IPCC Chair Dr. Rajendra
Pachauri. It was also pleasure to meet during the Summit
Mrs. Irina Bokova – the Director-General of UNESCO.
The famous actor Leonardo DiCaprio also attend the UN

climate summit because he has been named a United
Nations Messenger of Peace with a special focus on climate
change.
When I came back in my country I was invited in our
morning block to report for my participation in the
prestigious forum in New York. The first question from
the anchors was “did you see Leo?”. They paid so much
attention to this and asked me how he looks like, is he kind
etc. Unfortunately our time finished and I could not speak
about the important problems like climate change and
the need of global agreement for reducing the GHG. The
thinking of the producers is that viewers prefer to listen
to spicy news instead of the really serious problems and
decisions. The other thing that disappointed me was that
they did not televise my interview with the then IPCC Chair
Dr. Rajendra Pachauri. All the producers in our media think
that it is a little bit boring for the viewers to speak more
than 2 minutes about climate change so they decided to
upload this interview only in our website.
Nevertheless the response in Bulgaria to my participation
in such a high-level world forum was huge and still I give
interviews in different electronic and print media about it.
In March this year, I was invited to take part in seminar
on climate and water in Barcelona where took part in
an interview with Jean-Pascal van Ypersele - a Belgian
Professor of Climatology and Environmental Sciences.
The coverage about my participation in this seminar was
released in our lunch news. I tried to convince the producers
that we should broadcast the interview with Jean-Pascal. I
succeeded partly; they asked me to cut only one minute
for our morning block. Their opinion is that there have to
be a disaster or climate anomalies in order to speak about
climate change. I think that the problem is really important
so I will not give up to ask them for more time on air for
climate change.
In the beginning of April I was invited again for the annual
International Weather Presenters Forum in Paris. During
the Forum, Michael Williams asked me to join the newest
WMO’ project aiming to find out the influence of climate
change on the world natural and cultural heritage part of
which are the Bulgarian natural and cultural sites under the
UNESCO protection. There are 9 such sites in Bulgaria and
I prepared a short movie about the influence of climate
change on 3 of these sites. I announced the short movie in
the morning block, they broadcasted only 1 minute from
the video telling the viewers that the whole movie could
be seen on our website.
For me, the climate changes are one of the most serious
threats to humankind. To serve as link between scientists
and people is a great responsibility. I wish to continue my
personal cause as climate change ambassador and to use
the TV opportunities as platform for dissemination of the
extremely important information about climate-related
issues. I hope that the producers in our TV station will be
more favorable to coverage the climate problelems.
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EMS WORKSHOP COMMUNICATING
CLIMATE CHANGE

The workshop focused on opportunities and challanges weather presenters face when trying to communicate
climate change. On one hand, they are respected and trusted public figures with time-slots in prime TV time, and
on the other hand they have very limited time on-air which they have to devote to weather forecast. An important
theme of the workshop was also about finding the right balance of facts and emotions when communicating
science to public - too much facts make the public feel disengaged, while too emotional messages lessen the
scientific authority of the communicator. The workshop explored many examples how art can help bridge this
gap. A more comprehensive information about the workshop can be found in a digital publication published by
the Slovenian Environment Agency, contact person Tanja Cegnar.

BY GERALD FLEMING
A Communications Workshop
was held in conjunction with the
EMS Conference on Wednesday
Sept 9th, organised jointly with
the Information and Public
Affairs office of WMO. This was an
especially valuable workshop in
that it brought together a selection
of Communications and PR Officers
from a number of NMHSs (and also
ECMWF), weather broadcasters,
climate scientists, and others
who have a role or an interest in
the communication of weather,
climate and environmental issues –
but especially climate change.
The workshop examined what
might be termed “non-traditional”
means of communicating complex
messages – as in means that are
not traditional in the scientific
world. Carlos Garriga of the “We
Are Water” foundation introduced
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to the workshop a selection of short
films (each only 2 or 3 minutes
long) on a variety of themes around
climate change / availability of
water and sanitation etc. These
films were made, mostly by young
filmmakers, as entries to the “We
Art Water” film festival organised
by this foundation. These films
focus on personal stories, and
appeal rather to the emotions
than to the rational mind, and this
marks a very different approach
to communication than that
normally employed within science.
Another innovative approach to
communication around weather
has been introduced by the Royal
Meteorological Society of the UK
with their “Weather, Arts and Music”
festival which commenced in 2012.
The discussion about the place
of the scientist in such initiatives
was a lively one. Clearly, emotional
messages are powerful tools to
employ in communication (ask any

politician!) but science must not
stray too far from fact and rationality.
Artists have a strong role to play
in raising awareness of climate
change and other environmental
problems as their approach can be
seen as complementary to that of
science; science can show the big
picture whereas art can more easily
focus on personal experience and
responsibility. Artists can appeal
to the emotional side of their
audience, which is a place where
science cannot easily go.
Weather
broadcasters
are
interesting in that they operate
across the boundaries of science
and art (in that every broadcast
is a performance, and thus an
artistic event in itself ). Weather
broadcasters can also form a strong
emotional bond with their viewers
(as personalities they will invoke
feelings of like or dislike in their
audience). Weather broadcasters
will typically be expected by

their viewers to have definite
opinions on matters such as climate
change, and these opinions can be
powerful in moulding the collective
opinion of the audience. Yet their
primary responsibility – that of
communicating the evolution of
weather, and its likely impacts,
over the coming days – derives
strongly from science and the
scientific approach. While they may
be expected, in discussion climate
change and other environmental
matters, to have more latitude
than, say, an academic climate
scientist, they cannot stray too far
from the scientific approach to
communication without risking the
loss of credibility. (This assumes of
course that weather broadcasters are
free to make their own judgements
on the scientific arguments around
climate change, whereas in reality
many weather broadcasters are
constrained by the editorial policy
and/or the political affiliation of their
organisation).
The discussion also considered
the difficult question of how
“technical” the messages aimed at
the general public should be. It is
generally necessary to simplify the
scientific message somewhat when
communicating to a non-specialist
audience, but it is important not
to distort the message in this
simplification. Climate change poses
a special challenge as there are so
many aspects to this problem; global
air temperatures, retreating glaciers,
melting sea ice, desertification,
ocean-atmosphere
interactions,
effects on tropical cyclones and

other storms, the whole question of
average weather versus incidence of
extremes, the problem of attribution
etc. etc. The list grows even longer
when considerations turn to the
possible societal impacts of climate
change; changing patterns of
agriculture, damage to forests,
effects on water supply, heatwaves,
species extinction, islands becoming
uninhabitable, human migration
patterns etc. The scientist should,
and must, deal with the science and
explain it as clearly as possible, but
once the scientist strays into the
areas of societal impacts they are no
longer in their “expert zone”. There
is clearly a necessary advocacy role
in communicating climate change,
and its potential effects, to society,
but the degree to which a climate
scientist can be an advocate and still
retain his or her scientific integrity is
difficult to discern.
The Workshop also considered
the many opportunities which
were apparent for the effective
communication of the climate
change
message.
The
COP
negotiations in Paris late in 2015
would bring climate change once
again to the fore in the world’s
media, although the primary focus
of the meeting would be political
rather than scientific as negotiators
attempt to get some kind of global
agreement on mitigation strategies.
As of the date of the workshop
(early September) there was strong
confidence that the overall figures
for global temperatures in 2015
would be record-breaking (due to
a combination of readings taken in

the first eight months of the year
and the development of a strong
El Nino during the latter months of
2015) and this would again focus
attention on climate change and
surrounding issues. Journalists will
come knocking on the doors of the
meteorological community both
around the COP discussions and
around the release of end-of-year
statistics, and the community should
be prepared for these opportunities
with appropriate material and
availability of key staff. It was
apparent during these discussions
that, in some Met Services, the
media in general and journalists
in particular are still regarded as a
“nuisance” who take up valuable
staff time, rather than as a “medium”
through which the meteorological
community can relay its message.
Among the other items discussed at
the workshop were the WMO “2050
weather broadcast” initiative which
engaged weather broadcasters
worldwide in presenting a forecast
of the likely weather in their own
regions in 2050. Many broadcasters
had provided broadcasts through
this initiative, engaging with climate
scientists in their own countries to
develop realistic weather scenarios
for the mid-21st century. These
broadcasts have proven highly
popular, both in the media and with
“officialdom” and have even had the
imprimatur of the Sec Gen of the
United Nations, Mr Ban KiMoon.
See: https://www.wmo.int/media/
content/weather-reports-future-0
for full details.
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COP21 - A Nation’s view

Trying to write a ‘my-time-atCOP21’ piece mid-negotiations is
akin to a Canadian asking a Brit
‘who’s winning??’ mid-way through
a cricket test match. It’s virtually
impossible to gauge the game so
far.
But here goes:
With Canada ceremonially and
sincerely ‘back at the table’,
and 300+ of us badged and in
attendance, COP21 feels like a
brand new world. Gone are the
days when Green Party leader,
Elizabeth May, had to work as
a negotiator for other countries
(Papua New Guinea, Afghanistan)
simply to get into the building
- now both she and I proudly
wear our party badges, and are
welcomed quite effusively by other
parties.
The aim of COP21 is ‘to achieve
legally binding and universal
agreement on climate change, with
the aim of keeping global warming
below 2 deg C’. But preparing
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the documentation for these
negotiations is simultaneously both
sluggish and frantic, and since I
can’t tell how this will all shake
down in the end, I’ll talk about
something else.
My experience of COP21 so far:
The most shocking part of COP21
for me has been the security. It
feels oppressive. Don’t get me
wrong, this is a city under an
official State of Emergency - so I
completely understand the need
for police, but for the thousands
of visiting dignitaries, ministers,
policy-wonks and environmentalists
here, it is nevertheless really rather
alarming.
We arrived on Day 1 to military
snipers on all the rooftops
surrounding the venue, police
enforced road closures for 9 km
all around, and armed officers
(undercover and in uniform)
swarming the area. There are three
badge checks before you can get
into the ‘blue’ or safe zone, and

further badge checks at every
single meeting room.
If all of that wasn’t enough, as the
Climate Critic for the Green Party of
Canada and here (as mentioned)
with Elizabeth May, the leader
of the party, we have two Royal
Canadian Mounted Police officers
assigned to us 24/7.
Their presence is a little unsettling.
Official security detail rules are the
following: they go everywhere you
go (yes, even to the bathroom).
They accompany you to meeting
rooms, closed door negotiations,
cafes and restaurants, but they
don’t sit with you. They don’t
allow you to travel the Metro (‘it’s
underground-not good’), nor use
any form of public transport (‘too
many suspicious package alerts’).
And they don’t find it funny when
you try to lose them!
So my sense of the beautiful City of
Lights is tainted.
At the time of writing (second

week) the High Level segment
has begun. Canada’s goals can be
surmised as the following:

•

Recognition of the necessity of
transitioning to a low-carbon,
climate resilient economy.

Canada’s new approach to global
climate action is built on:

•

Strong collaboration with
provinces and territories, and
non-state actors to take concrete
climate action.

•

Support for climate resilient
development and adaptation in
countries that need it.

•

Fact-based decision making
and robust science, reflecting
the latest findings from the
Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change.

At the end of the day, for global
‘victory’ we need good bowlers to
take as many wickets as possible
- and funnily enough - this time,
despite the odds being stacked
against us, we just might ‘win’!

Claire Martin, Climate Critic, Green
Party of Canada

COP21 - the WMO view
Paris, 12 December 2015 - An historic agreement to
combat climate change and unleash actions and
investment towards a low carbon, resilient and
sustainable future was agreed by 195 nations in Paris.

•
Loss and damage – strengthening ability to
recover from climate impacts
•
Support – including finance, for nations to build
clean, resilient futures.

The Paris Agreement for the first time brings all nations
into a common cause based on their historic, current and
future responsibilities.

As well as setting a long-term direction, countries will
peak their emissions as soon as possible and continue
to submit national climate action plans that detail their
future objectives to address climate change.

The universal agreement’s main aim is to keep a global
temperature rise this century well below 2 degrees
Celsius and to drive efforts to limit the temperature
increase even further to 1.5 degrees Celsius above preindustrial levels.
Additionally, the agreement aims to strengthen the ability
to deal with the impacts of climate change. Christiana
Figueres, Executive Secretary of the UN Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), said: “One
planet, one chance to get it right and we did it in Paris.
We have made history together. It is an agreement of
conviction. It is an agreement of solidarity with the most
vulnerable. It is an agreement of long-term vision, for
we have to turn this agreement into an engine of safe
growth.”
Agreement Captures Essential Elements to Drive Action
Forward
The Paris Agreement and the outcomes of the UN climate
conference (COP21) cover all the crucial areas identified
as essential for a landmark conclusion:
•
Mitigation – reducing emissions fast enough to
achieve the temperature goal
•
A transparency system and global stock-take –
accounting for climate action
•
Adaptation – strengthening ability of countries to
deal with climate impacts

This builds on the momentum of the unprecedented
effort which has so far seen 188 countries contribute
climate action plans to the new agreement, which will
dramatically slow the pace of global greenhouse gas
emissions.
The new agreement also establishes the principle that
future national plans will be no less ambitious than
existing ones, which means these 188 climate action
plans provide a firm floor and foundation for higher
ambition.
Countries will submit updated climate plans – called
nationally determined contributions (NDCs) – every five
years, thereby steadily increasing their ambition in the
long-term.
Climate action will also be taken forward in the period
before 2020. Countries will continue to engage in a
process on mitigation opportunities and will put added
focus on adaptation opportunities. Additionally, they will
work to define a clear roadmap on ratcheting up climate
finance to USD 100 billion by 2020
This is further underlined by the agreement’s robust
transparency and accounting system, which will provide
clarity on countries’ implementation efforts, with
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flexibility for countries’ differing capabilities.
“The Paris Agreement also sends a powerful signal to the
many thousands of cities, regions, businesses and citizens
across the world already committed to climate action
that their vision of a low-carbon, resilient future is now
the chosen course for humanity this century,” said Ms
Figueres.
Following the adoption of the Paris Agreement by the COP
(Conference of the Parties), it will be deposited at the UN
in New York and be opened for one year for signature on
22 April 2016--Mother Earth Day.
The agreement will enter into force after 55 countries
that account for at least 55% of global emissions have
deposited their instruments of ratification.
More Details on the Paris Agreement
•
All countries will submit adaptation
communications, in which they may detail their
adaptation priorities, support needs and plans.
Developing countries will receive increased support for
adaptation actions and the adequacy of this support will
be assessed.

•
The existing Warsaw International Mechanism on
Loss and Damage will be significantly strengthened.
•
The agreement includes a robust transparency
framework for both action and support. The framework
will provide clarity on countries’ mitigation and
adaptation actions, as well as the provision of support.
At the same time, it recognizes that Least Developed
Countries and Small Island Developing States have special
circumstances.
•
The agreement includes a global stocktake
starting in 2023 to assess the collective progress towards
the goals of the agreement. The stocktake will be done
every five years.
•
The agreement includes a compliance mechanism,
overseen by a committee of experts that operates in a
non-punitive way.
The COP also closed on a number of technical issues.
•
Under the Kyoto Protocol, there is now a clear
and transparent accounting method for carry-over credits
for the second commitment period, creating a clear set of
rules.
•
The first round of international assessment and
review process (IAR) that was launched in 2014 was
successfully completed.

COP21 - the Press view
Overview
The deal unites all the world's
nations in a single agreement on
tackling climate change for the
first time in history.
Coming to a consensus among
nearly 200 countries on the need
to cut greenhouse gas emissions is
regarded by many observers as an
achievement in itself and is being
hailed as "historic".
The Kyoto Protocol of 1997 set
emission cutting targets for a
handful of developed countries, but
the US pulled out and others failed
to comply.
However, scientists point out that
the Paris accord must be stepped up
if it is to have any chance of curbing
dangerous climate change.
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Pledges thus far could see global
temperatures rise by as much as
2.7C, but the agreement lays out a
roadmap for speeding up progress.
What are the key elements?
•
To keep global temperatures
"well below" 2.0C (3.6F) and
"endeavour to limit" them even
more, to 1.5C
•
To limit the amount of
greenhouse gases emitted by
human activity to the same levels
that trees, soil and oceans can
absorb naturally, beginning at some
point between 2050 and 2100
•
To review each country's
contribution to cutting emissions
every five years so they scale up to
the challenge
•
For rich countries to help
poorer nations by providing "climate
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finance" to adapt to climate change
and switch to renewable energy.
What's in and what has been left
out?
The goal of preventing what
scientists regard as dangerous and
irreversible levels of climate change
- judged to be reached at around
2C of warming above pre-industrial
times - is central to the agreement.
The world is already nearly halfway
there at almost 1C and many
countries argued for a tougher
target of 1.5C - including leaders
of low-lying countries that face
unsustainable sea levels rises in a
warming world.
The desire for a more ambitious goal
has been kept in the agreement
- with the promise to "endeavour
to limit" global temperatures even

What happens next?
Only elements of the Paris pact will
be legally binding.

more, to 1.5C.

Kumi Naidoo.

Dr Bill Hare, CEO of Climate
Analytics, said the objective is
"remarkable".

"This deal alone won't dig us out the
hole we're in, but it makes the sides
less steep."

"It is a victory for the most vulnerable
countries, the small islands, the least
developed countries and all those with
the most to lose, who came to Paris
and said they didn't want sympathy,
they wanted action."

What about money?
Money has been a sticking point
throughout the negotiations.
Developing countries say they need
financial and technological help
to leapfrog fossil fuels and move
straight to renewables.

Meanwhile, for the first time, the
accord lays out a longer-term plan
for reaching a peak in greenhouse
emissions "as soon as possible" and
achieving a balance between output
of man-made greenhouse gases and
absorption - by forests or the oceans
- "by the second half of this century".
"If agreed and implemented, this
means bringing down greenhousegas emissions to net zero within a
few decades. It is in line with the
scientific evidence we presented," said
John Schellnhuber, Director of the
Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact
Research.
Some have described the deal
as "woolly" because some of the
targets were scaled down during the
negotiations.
"The Paris Agreement is only one step
on a long road, and there are parts of
it that frustrate and disappoint me,
but it is progress," said Greenpeace
International executive director

Currently they have been promised
US $100bn (£67bn) a year by 2020
- not as much as many countries
would like.
The agreement requires rich nations
to maintain a $100bn a year funding
pledge beyond 2020, and to use
that figure as a "floor" for further
support agreed by 2025.
The deal says wealthy countries
should continue to provide
financial support for poor nations
to cope with climate change and
encourages other countries to join
in on a voluntary basis.
Dr Ilan Kelman of UCL, London, said
the lack of time scales are "worrying".
"The starting point of $100bn per year
is helpful, but remains under 8% of
worldwide declared military spending
each year."

The national pledges by countries
to cut emissions are voluntary, and
arguments over when to revisit the
pledges - with the aim of taking
tougher action - have been a
stumbling block in the talks.
The pact promises to make an
assessment of progress in 2018, with
further reviews every five years.
As analysts point out, Paris is only
the beginning of a shift towards a
low-carbon world, and there is much
more to do.
"Paris is just the starting gun for the
race towards a low-carbon future,"
said WWF-UK Chief Executive David
Nussbaum.
Prof John Shepherd of the National
Oceanography Centre, University of
Southampton, said the agreement
includes some welcome aspirations
but few people realise how difficult
it will be to achieve the goals.
"Since the only mechanism remains
voluntary national caps on emissions,
without even any guidance on how
stringent those caps would need to be,
it is hard to be optimistic that these
goals are likely to be achieved."
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BBC TO DROP THE UK MET OFFICE
In the summer, the Sunday Times reported that the BBC
had put out the contract for the supply of meteorological
services to competitive tendering. It announced that
the UK Met Office had lost out in the first round and the
contract would now be filled by a private company.

For the BBC to drop the Met
Office is a bad decision for
both of these fine British
organisations and must be
reversed.

purpose of being the UK’s state
broadcaster, whose job is to Inform,
educate and entertain, as we see
everyday in the current excellent
BBC weather forecasts.

The BBC is using EU rules on
Competitive Tendering which are
really designed for the purchase
of paper clips and not for a
national weather service. The state
broadcasters around the world
make use of state Met Services.
In the UK they are both funded by
British tax payers and represent
the best. The BBC should reverse
this decision and revisit it’s basic
core values of providing the finest
available service.

It is not clear who in the BBC is
promoting this change and for
what reason? Is there a political
perspective where the BBC is
trying to demonstrate to the UK
government that it is working on
being lean and mean as it works
toward the license fee renewal.
Viewers and listeners are being
cheated to no gain.

There is no way a third party
provider can provide the same high
level services. We know all these
organisations who are bidding and
there is no way they could provide
forecasting to thee same standards
same as the current arrangement.
Yes, the Met Office can be difficult
to deal with, as I spent many years
negotiating with them. But it was
two very different cultures and I
saw my job to foster a relationship
that would ensure that license
payers (who fund the BBC) got the
best possible weather reports and
most certainly it did. My fear is that
it reflects the BBC’s current loss
of conviction about its founding
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The executive who is leading this at
the BBC is Nigel Charters appointed
as ‘Head of Weather Procurement’.
One of the commercial bidders is
the New Zealand company Metra
who already has the graphics
contract with the BBC. Metra is
owned by the NZ Met Service. Mr
Charters is a New Zealander - or am
I just being suspicious?
There has been much press
speculation that it is all about cost,
but my understanding is that the
Met Office were rejected before the
finance round, which hasn’t even
started. I well know the private
weather sector around the world
and they are desperate to get the
BBC contract and would probably
go to any length to achieve it. It
would then allow them to pick off
other Met Services around the

world.
Over the years the World
Meteorological
Organisation
(WMO) in Geneva has promoted
the relationships between State
Broadcaster and the State Met
Service as the best solution.
The ability for the BBC Weather
Centre to grow and flourish to an
extent where it was producing 140
bespoke broadcasts every 24 hours
was because the Met Office and the
BBC had a relationship where both
parties wanted excellence to serve
the people of the UK and indeed
around the world where BBC
World News is broadcast. It made
it a world leader and a beacon for
others.
Our model was readily picked up by
others, in particular in developing
nations, where if a severe weather
event occurred which was
neither forecast or not effectively
broadcast to the population at
large, the resulting impacts could
set back that country for several
years. As climate change develops,
there will be more intense weather
events that can cause considerable
damage to life and infrastructure
particularly in poorer countries. My
concern is that if the BBC drops the
UK Met Office, the private sector
will then use their success with the
BBC contract to persuade other to
follow.

‘The BBC has lost it’s way and has forgotten that
the public expect the BBC to set the gold standard’.
But the real issue is how will it effect
what the BBC provides on radio and
TV. Apart from one, the people who
present the weather are Met Office
staff and I am sure that as scientists
some will decide that their future
remains in the Met Office, in particular
safeguarding their pension rights.
Finding good Broadcast Meteorologists
is very hard. So if people leave, how
is the new private contractor going to
fill the gaps? I fear it will be aspiring
young ’stars and starlets’ who will
simply read a pre-prepared script with
no idea about what they are saying.
It is yet another example of ‘dumbing
down’ rather than seeking excellence.

under which the BBC is conducting
this review, does not apply in this
case.
On the 27th October there was
a parliamentary debate on ‘The
BBC’s relationship with the Met
Office’. Member of Parliament,
Ben Bradshaw, who is the Shadow
Secretary of State for Culture, Media
and Sport opened the debate with
a well-reasoned argument that
centered on possible conflicts of
weather information between the
Met Office and any potential private

firm. The Minister, Ed Vaizey MP,
Minister of State for Culture and the
Digital Economy replied on behalf of
the government. Although he praised
the Met Office for being a world
leader, he was reluctant to dictate
to the BBC over what he said was a
commercial decision. He agreed to
consult with other Ministers over the
matter.

The BBC has lost it’s way and has
forgotten that the public expect the
BBC to set the gold standard.
Following the newspaper revelation
there has been a lot of activity to
get the decision changed. Bill Giles
and I have done many radio and TV
broadcasts.
I have been in contact with the Met
Office through a retired director. He
tells me that there have been behind
the scenes discussions at government
level. Both the BBC and the Met Office
ulitimatly report to a goverment
minister and my understaning is that
discussion are still going on.
Julian Hunt who was a former Chief
Executive of the Met Office was
eventually enobled and is now Lord
Hunt of Chesterton and sits in the
House of Lords. He has been active
behind the scenes with other Lords
and is planning to raise it with what is
know as a PQ (parlimentary question).
At the recent annual conference of
the TUC (Trade Union Congress) a
resolution was passed asking the
BBC to reconsider their decision as
their lawyers do not think that the EU
legislation on competitive tendering,
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Twitter and weather presenters

Undoubtedly social media
become more and more
an additional channel for
disseminating information
including also meteorological
information and weather forecasts.

automatically week by week the
twitter accounts of the weather
presenters at the database so we
can produce some statistics. We
monitored for a five month period
(April-August 2015)

Following the idea of IABM’s
membership secretary Tomas
Molina and collaborating with
him (Enric Agud Pigue, Panos
Giannopoulos and Montserrat
Cañas) we decided to examine
how weather presenters around
the world use Twitter.

Furthermore some weather
broadcasters, which had some
high statistics, were selected and
we examined 300-500 tweets for
each of them so to explore further
the content or their tweets.

At first a database contains more
than 800 weather presenters
which have a Twitter account
was established. Then a program
was developed to monitor
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Coincidentally , at June 2015 a
similar work about how National
Weather Services used Twitter (S.
Gaztelumendi et all. Advances
in Science and Research 2015)
was published so we had the
opportunity to compare our

findings with it.
A part of this work was presented
during Media session at the 15th
European Meteorological Society
Annual Meeting in Sofia this
September.
Some statistics from this study
(ended at August 2015) were:
Most weather presenters (wp)
were from USA (74%).
The year that most weather
presenters (wp) joined Twitter was
2009 (45%).
The majority of wp have from
1000-5000 followers (46%). There
were 12 wp that have more than
100.000 followers.

Examining the ratio followers
per million of inhabitants the
first wp was Helga van Leur from
Netherlands and second Mauricio
Saldivar from Argentina.
Most of wp have posted between
1000-5000 tweets (30%). The
average number is about 10.000
tweets per wp. Sixteen wp have
posted more than 100.000 tweets.

The average tweets per day that a
wp sends is 5. Four wp in our list
send more than 40 tweets per day
a 4% of wp was characterized as
“inactive” since they send not more
than a tweet per week.
We examined also the Klout
score of each wp in our database
(a number that “represent” the

influence they have). Five wp have
Klout score above 80.
More findings in our presentation
which now is online: http://
presentations.copernicus.org/
EMS2015-349_presentation.pdf )
Panos Giannopoulos

Unseasonably warm weather across the UK

Unseasonably warm weather across the UK has seen
daffodils begin to bloom as far north as Chester and
Northern Ireland, as forecasters reported one of the
mildest starts to the month of December in over 50 years.
The flowers, more usually associated with Easter than
Christmas, have been seen around the country in a week
when daytime temperatures were as much as 10C above
the seasonal average.

Greg Dewhurst, a forecaster from the UK Met Office,
said: “The weather pattern has brought low pressure after
low pressure, with mild conditions from the south. We
would normally expect a variation in the wind direction at
this time of year, with wind from the north bringing high
pressure and leading to overnight frosts and fog. But because
it has been so mild, windy and cloudy it has not allowed for
colder weather to settle in.”
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The lower picture, was taken at a training course for TV
Weather Broadcasting held in RTE Dublin, dates from 1988.
The course was conducted by Bill Giles of the UK Met Office
(in front with white shirt), John Teather of the BBC (holding up
the rear) and Rhoda Draper, weather producer/director with
RTE (and the only female in sight!). At the very left is Paddy
McHugh, the "father figure" of Irish weather broadcasting.
Paddy commenced presenting weather on television in
January 1962 when RTE, the Irish public-service broadcaster,
first started transmissions.

He broadcast regularly for 26 years, as well as holding down
the "day job" as a forecaster with the Irish Met Service. The
training course in 1988 marked the end of an era as Paddy
was finally bowing out of TV broadcasting and handing over
to a team of younger on-air Meteorologists. Paddy (by then
Head of the Forecast Office) retired from the Irish Met Service
in 1991 and sadly passed away early in 2015, in his mideighties. He was by then the last surviving member of the
team of meteorologists who pioneered weather broadcasting
in Ireland.

Others in the picture (from the left) are Micheal Cleary, Gerald Fleming, Aidan Nulty, Jerry Scully, Danny McNally (LENDAC
Graphics Systems) and John Doyle. The top picture was taken in the ‘weather studio’.

